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Abstract. This paper proposes two algorithms for solving geometric constraint sys-
tems. The first algorithm is for constrained systems without loops and has linear com-
plexity. The second algorithm can solve constraint systems with loops. This algorithm is
of quadratic complexity and is complete for constraint problems about simple polygons.
The key of the algorithm is to combine the idea of graph based methods for geometric
constraint solving and geometric transformations coming from rule-based methods.

1. Introduction

Geometric constraint solving (GCS) or automated geometry diagram construction is the
central topic in much of the current work of developing parametric and intelligent CAD sys-
tems. It also has applications in mechanical engineering, linkage design, computer vision and
computer aided instruction [?]. There are four main approaches to GCS: the graph analysis
approach [?, ?, ?, ?], the rule-based approach [?, ?, ?, ?, ?], the numerical computation
approach [?, ?, ?, ?] and the symbolic computation approach [?, ?]. In practice, most people
use a combination of these approaches to get the best result.

The basic idea of the graph analysis approach is to represent the geometric constraints
with a graph and then use algorithms from graph theory to transform the drawing problem
into certain constructive forms, like constructive forms with ruler and compass. In [?], graph
decomposition algorithms are used to divide a constraint problem into three parts, to solve
the parts separately, and then to assemble the three parts together to form the final diagram.
In [?], geometric diagrams are divided into clusters and clusters are merged into larger clus-
ters until a single cluster is obtained. In [?], graph methods are used to analysis whether the
the constraint problems are well-, under- or over-constrained. In particular, Hoffmann et al
presented an algorithm to decompose any constraint problem into constructible sub-graphs,
called dense sub-graphs [?, ?]. In many cases, this decomposition provides a computational
procedure for the corresponding GCS problem.

However, the GCS problem is not solved perfectly. The basic steps of graph analy-
sis methods are first decomposing a large constraint problem into smaller ones and then
assembling them together. In the process of “assembling”, we need to solve a system of
simultaneous equations. In the 2D case, if the maximal number of equations to be solved
is equal to or less than two, then the problem is called a constraint problem without loops.
Otherwise, it is called a constraint problem with loops. For constraint problems with loops,
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we need to solve a simultaneous equation system, which could be a difficult task. Therefore,
it is still worth to find fast methods which may transfer constraint problems with loops to
constraint problems without loops. In other words, we need methods of breaking loops.

In this paper, we present two graph analysis methods of GCS. For a constraint problem
without loops, we present a method with linear complexity which can be used to solve
problems involving geometric objects and geometric constraints of any degree of freedom
(DOF). So the algorithm works for both 2D and 3D cases. Also, the method works for well
and under constraint problems.

For a constraint problem with loops, we present a method with quadratic complexity,
which is complete for constraint problems of simple polygons. Generally speaking the graph
analysis methods have lower complexities and the rule-based approaches can solve more types
of loops by using geometric transformations. The key idea of our method is to combine these
two approaches to obtain a fast and powerful loop breaking method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will present the method
for problems without loops. Applications to automated geometry theorem proving is also
discussed. In Section 3, we will present the method for problems with loops.

2. A Linear Algorithm for Constraint Problems without Loops

2.1. Graph Representation of Constraint Problems
A constraint problem can be represented by a weighed graph [?]. The graph vertices

represent the geometric objects, edges represent geometric constraints. The weight of a
vertex is the DOF of the represented object. The weight of an edge represents the DOF
eliminated by the represented constraint. For instance, Figure 2 is the graph representation
for the constraint problem in Figure 1. Note that the weighs for the vertices and edges are
not marked explicitly. In 2D case, most constraints have one DOF and most objects have
two DOFs.

Figure 1. Lengths of four edges and angle
(L2, L4) are given

Figure 2. The graph representation

For the convenience of complexity analysis, an adjacent list representation of graphs is
used. Figure 3 is the representation of the graph in Figure 2, where the notes in the first
column are called head notes.
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Figure 3. Adjacent list representation of graphs

2.2. The Algorithm and Complexity Analysis
For any vertex v in the graph, let DEG(v) be the sum of the weights of all the edges

connecting to this vertex. Then, a vertex can be determined explicitly by the constraints
involving it if the following condition is satisfied:

DEG(v) ≤ DOF(v). (1)

The basic idea of the algorithm is to repeatedly remove those vertices satisfying this condi-
tion. The problem has no loops if and only if all the vertices of the graph can be removed
in this way. Here is the algorithm.

1. Generate the constraint graph and DEG(v) for each head note v. Assign a FLAG part
to each head note with value zero.

2. We need a queue of note pointers. Search all the head notes of the graph. Put those
notes satisfying (1) into the queue and set the FLAG part of these notes to one.

3. Generate a construction order for the constraint problem.

Let v be the first note in the queue.
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loop

loop do the following for all neighboring notes w of v.

if FLAG(w) = 0 (w is not in the queue)

if DEG(w) ≤ DOF(w)

then Put w to the end of the queue and set the FLAG part of w to one.

endif

endif

repeat

while v is the not the last note in the queue, set v to be the next note.

repeat

If all the notes are in the queue, then the problem has been solved. Otherwise, the
problem has loops and cannot be solved by the algorithm.

4. The geometric objects in the queue starting from the last note to the first one repre-
sent an order of construction for the diagram. From this construction order and the
corresponding geometric constraints, we may generate a construction sequence for the
problem similar to those used in [?, ?, ?, ?].

Let n be the number of geometric objects and e the number of constraints in the problem.
Step 1 of the algorithm needs O(n+e) steps. Step 2 needs O(n) steps. Step 3 has two loops.
The outer loop will run n steps. For each step i of the outer loop, let di, i = 1, · · · , n be the
steps needed for the inner loop. Note that di is actually the number of constraints involving
the i-th note. We have

∑n
i=1 di = 2e. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm is O(n+e).

If the problem is well- or under-constrained, then e ≤ An− 3 where A is the maximal DOF
of the objects. In this case, the complexity is O(n).

2.3. Applications to Automated Geometry Theorem Proving
The algorithm reported in the preceding section can be used to automated geometry the-

orem proving (AGTP). Some of the successful methods of AGTP, such as the Hilbert method
[?], a special case of Wu’s method [?, ?] and the area method [?] are for theorems which can
be described in constructive form. On the other hand, theorems in geometry textbooks are
described declaratively, and the task of converting such a description to constructive form is
usually done by human. This makes the use of these methods cumbersome. Since most of
the geometry theorems are about diagrams without loops (see, e.g., more than 500 hundred
theorems are given in constructive form without loops in [?, ?]), we may use the algorithm
reported in the preceding section to do the conversion automatically. In this way, we may
make the geometry theorem prover more convenient by allowing it to accept input more like
the way as used in geometry textbooks.

Cantor’s theorem shown in Figure 4 is to prove that “The perpendiculars from the mid-
points of the sides of a cyclic quadrilateral to the respectively opposite sides are concurrent.”
Figure 5 is part of the constraint graph for Cantor’s theorem, where the double line edges
represent edges with weight two. Note that this is an under-constrained problem involving
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geometric objects (line segment) with four DOFs. Since this is a problem without loops,
our algorithm easily gives the following constructive sequence for the theorem, which can be
taken as an input for the AGTP programs. Since only points are needed in AGTP, we omit
the line and line segments if they are not crucial to AGTP.

Take free points O, A.
Take semi-free points B, C, D on the circle with center O and passing through A.
Construct midpoints E, F , G, H of segments AB, BC, CD, DA.
Construct line l which is passing through E and perpendicular to CD.
Construct intersection M of line CD and line l.
Construct points N , K, L similarly.

Figure 4. Cantor’s theorem Figure 5. Constraint graph of
Cantor’s theorem

Note that in the algorithm, the selection of geometric objects in the queue is not unique.
Different selection order may lead to different output. For instance, the following construc-
tion order is also a possible output for the Cantor’s theorem.

A,B, C, O, D, SAB, SBC , SCD, SDA, E, F,G, H, · · · .

This construction order is better in certain sense, because to construct the first five points,
we need two linear equations and a quadratic one, while in the first construction order, we
need three quadratic equations. Using the search strategies developed in [?], we may find
multiple and shortest constructions sequences, which may lead to shorter proofs for geometry
theorems.

A similar work to generate construction order for geometric diagram is given in [?], which
is based on the degree-of-freedom analysis. No complexity analysis is given for this algorithm.

Since the algorithm may treat geometric objects of any DOF, we may use it to solve 3D
constraint problems. Here is an example. A problem from the 1964 International Math-
ematical Olympia is as follows [?]: “Let ABCD be a tetrahedron and G a point in plane
ABC. The lines passing through points A, B, and C and parallel to line DG meet their
opposite faces in P , Q, and R respectively. Show that the volume for GPQR is three
times of the volume for ABCD.” The following construction order is generated by the
algorithm: A,B, C, D, PABC , G, LAP , LBQ, LRC , P, Q, R, where PABC is the plane passing
through A,B, C and LAP is line AP .
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Figure 6. A 3D constraint problem

3. A Quadratic Algorithm for Constraint Problems with Loops

3.1. Three Geometric Transformations
Using the algorithm in Section ?? to solve the problem in Figure 2, the algorithm may

remove notes L1 and L3 and then no further notes can be removed. One way to solve this
kind of problems is to do certain geometric transformations.

• Rigid Body Transformation.

If there exists a well-constrained sub-graph which can be solved by the algorithm in
Section ??, then this sub-graph represents a rigid body in the original constrained
diagram. In certain cases, we may represent this rigid body by a simpler geometric
object.

The following special form of this transformation, used in [?, ?], is especially use-
ful in solving constraint problems about polygons. Constraint sets like {|AB| =
d1, 6 ABC = α, |BC| = d2}, {|AB| = d1, |BC| = d2, |CA| = d3} and { 6 ABC =
α, |BC| = d2, 6 ACB = β} are called called sas, sss, and asa constraints respectively.
A series of sas, sss or asa constraints may determine a rigid body which can be replaced
by a segment if only the two ending points are connected to other geometric objects.
Such an example is given in Figure 9, which can be solved by using two sas transfor-
mations. Another advantage is that we may use these transformations in quadratic
time of the number of geometric objects and constraints [?].

We give a precise description for the sas transformation below. Descriptions for other
transformations are omitted. For an object v, let LDEG(v) and PDEG(v) be the
numbers of lines and points connected to v in the constraint graph respectively. We
need to find a subgraph satisfying the following conditions (Figure 7).

– |P0P1|, |P1P2| and 6 P0P1P2 are known.
– LDEG(P1) = 2, PDEG(P1) = 2.
– PDEG(l1) = 2, PDEG(l2) = 2.

Then we may remove P1, l1, l2 and add a new line l3 = P0P2 and a new constraint
|P0P2|. Note that all other constraints about l1, l2 are angle constraints and can be
converted to constraints about l3.
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Figure 7. Before the sas transformation Figure 8. After the sas transformation

Figure 9. A problem using
the sas transformation

Figure 10. A problem using
the angle transformation

Figure 11. A problem using
the parallel transformation

• Angle Transformation. Angle transformations can be used to solve many constraint
problems with loops. In Figure 10, since three inner angles of the quadrilateral are
known, its fourth inner angle at point P1 is also known. With this angle known, the
sas transformation can be used to solve the constraint problem.

In general, we may use the concept of full-angles [?] for angle transformation. We use
[Li,Lj ] to represent the full-angle from line Li to line Lj , which satisfies the following
properties

[Li, Lj ] = −[Lj , Li],
[Li, Lj ] = [Li, Lk] + [Lk, Lj ].

With the above property, we may easily divide the lines into equivalent classes such
that the angle between any two lines in the same class is known or can be calculated.
It is clear that we may find all such equivalent classes in linear time of the number of
geometric objects and geometric constraints.

• Parallel Transformation. The problem in Figure 1 cannot be solved with the above
transformations, neither by Hoffmann and Owen’s graph triangle decomposition meth-
ods. The methods reported in [?, ?] may solve this problem. But in these methods,
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we need to solve equation systems with more than two equations. In other words, the
loop in this problem is not broken. In [?, ?], the loop in this problem can be broken
by introducing auxiliary points. The solution is given in Figure 11, where line segment
P2P3 is translated to P1P

′
2. Since 6 P4P1P

′
2 is the same as the angle formed by lines

P1P4 and P2P3, we may solve the problem with an sas transformation.

Figure 12. Parallel transformation

In general, the parallel transformation works as follows. Let P0, P1, · · · , Pk be points
in a constraint problem such that

1. Angle [P0P1, Pk−1Pk] is known.
2. |P0P1|, |P1P2|, · · · , |Pk−1Pk| are known.
3. The only geometric objects connecting Pi, i = 1, · · · , k − 1 are points Pi−1, Pi+1

and lines Pi−1Pi, PiPi+1.
4. There are no points on lines PiPi+1, i = 0, · · · , k − 1 besides Pi and Pi+1.

Figure 12 gives an example for k = 4, where the dotted lines mean that they may
not exist. If the above conditions are met, we may make parallelograms P1P2P

′
3P

′
2,

P2P3P
′
4P

′
3, · · · , Pk−2Pk−1PkP

′
k−1. Now replacing P2, · · · , Pk−1 by P ′

2, · · · , Pk−1′ in the
original problem to obtain a new constraint problem (Figure 12, middle). It is clear
that

1. All the constraints about P2, · · · , Pk−1 can be converted to constraints about
P ′

2, · · · , P ′
k−1. In particular, 6 P0P1P

′
2 is known.

2. If P ′
2, · · · , P ′

k−1 are constructed, we may construct P2, · · · , Pk−1 by computing the
intersections of lines.

Furthermore, now we may do an sas transformation for P0, P1, P
′
2 to obtain the final

result of the parallel transformation (Figure 12, right).

Suppose that the above Pi have been found. Then we need O(n + e) steps to do the
parallel transformation.

3.2. Algorithm
More geometric transformations from [?] may be used. But the above three ones are

enough to solve all constraint problems about simple polygons. Here is a description of the
algorithm.

1. Do the angle transformation to find all the equivalent classes L1, · · · , Ls such that the
angle between two lines in the same class can be computed.
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2. Let v point to the first head note.

3. If v is not an empty note (end of the list) goto the next step. Otherwise, there are two
cases. If all objects are removed from the adjacent list, the problem can be solved by
the algorithm, because each time we remove an object from the list, we actually give
a construction method for it. If there are still notes in the list, we cannot solve the
problem.

4. Use the the algorithm in Section 2 to remove those notes v satisfying DEG(v) ≤
DOF(v).

5. If v is a line satisfying

• There are only two points P0 and P1 on it and
• |P0P1| is known,

do the next step. Otherwise set v to be the next head note and goto Step 3.

6. Staring from P1 (or P0), find points P2, · · · , Pk satisfying the conditions of the parallel
transformation.

7. If k = 1, nothing need to be done. Let v to be the next head note and go back to Step
3.

8. If k = 2, we may do an sas transformation to P0, P1, P2. Put the new introduced line
P0P2 into the equivalent class of P0P1 and also at the end of the adjacent list. Let v
be the next head note and go to step 3.

9. Do a parallel transformation to P0, P1, · · · , Pk and update the constraint graph. Put
the new introduced line P0P

′
2 into the equivalent class of P0P1 and also at the end of

the adjacent list. Let v to be the next head note and go to step 3.

The main loop of the algorithm starts from Step 3. There are four possibilities for each
loop. (1) Do nothing. (2) Remove several notes with the algorithm in Section ??. (3) Do an
sas transformation. (4) Do a parallel transformation. In cases (2), (3) and (4), the number of
geometric objects in the adjacent list will strictly decrease. Therefore, the maximal number
of this loop is the number of the geometric object, n.

We will show that the complexity of each loop is O(n + e). Also, Steps 1 and 2 have
complexity O(n+e). Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm would be O(n2 +ne). From
Section ??, the complexity of step 4 is O(n + e). The complexity of step 5 is (e). In step 6,
we need to find a path P0P1 · · ·Pk in the graph, each Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 does not connect to
other points. We may do this in O(n + e) steps. The sas and parallel transformations need
O(n + e) steps. Therefore, each loop will finish in O(n + e) steps.

The quadratic complexity is mainly due to the fact that no backtracking is needed in
step 3 of the algorithm. We need to show that all possible sas and parallel transformations
will be executed in our algorithm. This is because after each sas or parallel transformation,
two equivalent classes for lines will not be merged. Therefore, if we cannot do sas and
parallel transformations for a line before another transformation, we cannot do that after
the transformation.
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3.3. Constraint Problems for Simple Polygons
We will show that the algorithm reported in Section 3.1 can be used to solve all constraint

problems for simple polygons. Let P0, P1, · · · , Pn−1 be n points in the plane. The constraint
problem for simple polygon with Pi as vertices consists of two types of constraints only:

1. Edge constraints, i.e., |PiPi+1| is known, where the subscripts are understood to be
mod n.

2. Angle constraints, i.e., the angle formed by PiPi+1 and PjPj+1 is known.

In [?], it is pointed out that all constraint problems about simple polygons can be solved
by the parallelogram rules. This method is based on deductive rules and has no complexity
analysis. Our algorithm is a graph based theory and is of quadratic complexity.

We first consider well-constrained problems for simple polygons which have 2n − 3 con-
straints. We divide the problem into three cases.

1. The problem has n edges constraints and n−3 angle constraints. Since the lengths of all
edges are known, we may construct the diagram with sas and parallel transformations.

2. The problem has n−1 edges constrains and n−2 angle constraints. Since the length of
one edge is unknown, parallel transformations may be used to each pair of the edges.
After a series of parallel and sas transformations, the problem becomes one of the
following cases.

(a) Both of the two unknown angles involving the edge whose length is unknown,
Figure 13(a). This problem may be solved with the algorithm given in Section 2.

(b) One of the two unknown angles involving the edge whose length is unknown,
Figure 13(b). This problem may be solved with one sas transformation.

(c) The lengths for all the edges involving the two unknown angles are known, Figure
13(c). This problem may be solved as follows. By an angle transformation,
the angle formed by l1 and l2 is known. Now, this problem can be solved by
another parallel transformation. Notice that this problem can also be solved by
the methods in [?, ?, ?].

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 13. Constraint problems for simple polygon
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3. The problem has n − 2 edges constraints and n − 1 angle constraints. Using angle
transformations, angles formed by any two edges are known. The length of two edges
are unknown. These two edges divide the vertices into two sets such that two vertices
in the same set can be connected with a series of edges with known lengths. Therefore,
we may use parallel transformations to the two sets. By a series of parallel and sas
transformations, the problem becomes one of the following cases.

(a) The two edges with unknown lengths have a common end point, Figure 14(a).
This is a problem without loops.

(b) The two edges with unknown lengths have no common end point, Figure 14(b).
This problem can be solved similar to Figure 11 by a parallel transformation about
l1 and l2 since the angle between them are known. Note that in the current case,
|P1P2| in Figure 11 is not known. But we may still use the parallel transformation
to solve it. We may add this diagram as a special case to our general algorithm.
This problem can also be solved by the methods in [?, ?, ?].

(a)
(b)

Figure 14. Constraint problems for simple polygon

For an under-constrained problem, we may first transform it into a well-constrained
problem by adding a proper number of constraints, and then solve it with the method
presented in this paper.
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